Happy New Year from the NADP staff!

Top to bottom, left to right:
Row 1: Phyllis Ballard (CAL Technical Assistant), Adela Blaga (HAL Laboratory Assistant), Pam Bedient (CAL Administrative Assistant), Tom Bergerhouse (CAL Data Manager), Bob Burnette (HAL Director), Doug Disney (MDN Site Liaison);
Row 2: Tracy Dombek (CAL Laboratory Supervisor), Nina Gartman (CAL Analyst), Lee Green (CAL Analyst), Theresa Ingersoll (CAL Technical Assistant), Jason Karlstrom (HAL Analyst), Matt Layden (NTN Site Liaison);
Row 3: Christopher Lehmann (CAL Director), Nate Lewis (HAL Laboratory Assistant), Rhonda Mayfield (CAL Laboratory Assistant), Ryan Nelson (HAL Laboratory Assistant), Jeffrey Prible (NTN Site Support), Brenda Riney (CAL Laboratory Assistant);
Row 4: Jane Rothert (CAL QA Specialist and AIRMoN Site Liaison), Nichole Samson (CAL Laboratory Assistant), Scott Smith (CAL Analyst), Barbara Suever (NTN Data Specialist), Gerard Van der Jagt (HAL Laboratory Supervisor), Angela Weddle (CAL Laboratory Assistant)